INTRODUCTION

The ideological confines of working within a given "discipline" can be suffocating to any artist. Many who work in clay have come to find "ceramics" constricting, either because of its functional implications, or because of its long history of being fired. Over the centuries, "ceramics" has become synonymous with the firing process, which renders irreversible changes on the clay. Fired forms can be broken but not destroyed, the high temperatures having transformed the clay's physical structure forever. Yet, throughout the growth of knowledge about this process, there has been a continuing tradition of those who leave their clay unfired.

Raw clay houses over one-third of the world’s population. Nomadic peoples still form utensils out of it as they did thousands of years ago, and there are adobe ruins the world over dating as far back as the third millennium B.C. Yet, until the late 1960’s, the artistic capabilities of raw clay went virtually unnoted. It was not until that time, through the works of the Earth Art sculptors and process/installation artists, that unfired clay began to form part of the art mainstream. Feeling the contemporary art market alienated maker from made and art from life, these artists began to employ earthen materials, most outdoors, but some returning documentation or actual works to the gallery. Repercussions of these movements led many to experiment with raw substances through the 1970’s and into the ’80’s, and clay has drawn particular focus for its long history of interaction with human development.

Today this focus has an increasing clarity of reference to antiquity in respect to our ever more tenuous existence. There are a handful of people using unfired clay in their art in Australia. Those represented here come from several cultural backgrounds, exemplifying a varied approach to a mutual material. Warping, cracking and drying, held tight by concrete or photography, we see here uncommon concepts, brought together only by common earth.
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STATEMENT
Represented here is one aspect of my current work. That more often seen is of a decorative nature, generally plates. As in the sculptural pieces the plates rely, to a great extent, on the process of making for their aesthetic content.

These works are concerned with the forms, spaces, feelings, related to man-made environments. They are often contrasted with the apparent random quality associated with naturally occurring forms in landscape/geology. Many of the processes involved (and often the materials themselves) are derived from building techniques and methods and intend to use sculpturally the spaces, surfaces and structures of building.
MARIE SIERRA-HUGHES
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1981 Associate of Arts, Tulsa Junior College, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
1983 Bachelor of Fine Arts Cum Laude, Ceramics, University of Tulsa.
1984-85 Presently Master of Fine Arts Programme, University of Tasmania, School of Art.
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1980-81 Art Department Lab Assistant, Tulsa Junior College.
1982 Ceramics Department Assistant, University of Tulsa.
Instructor, Johnson Atelier Art Center, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
1983-84 Instructor, Philbrook Museum School, Tulsa, Oklahoma, conducting classes in Drawing, Ceramics and Metalsmithing.
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1982 Bartlesville Craft Show, Bartlesville, Oklahoma, juried exhibition.
1982, 83 Gussman Annual Student Art Exhibit, University of Tulsa, juried exhibition.
1983 Guest Exhibitor, Tulsa Designer Craftsmen Show, Tulsa.
Arkansas Art Center 16th Annual Prints, Drawings and Crafts Exhibition, Little Rock, Arkansas, juried exhibition, honorable mention.
1985 Student Representatives Exhibition, Fourth National Ceramics Conference, Melbourne, in connection with the lecture delivered at Student Forum, "Unfired Clay in Art and History", representing the State of Tasmania.
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STATEMENT
The main source of energy for my concepts is decay, especially the paradoxical deterioration of "permanent" markers of past civilizations. The monuments and public buildings of lost cultures, as well as tombstones, sarcophagi and other markers of "endurance" all take on an ironic context when seen in a state of decomposition. They become poignant reminders of our own impermanence, resonating through our time as they mark their own. The sculptural use of clay is my avenue for the artistic exploration of "permanent" structures, and in an unfired state it speaks even more clearly of entropy.

Gothic forms are especially of interest, with their implications of power and other-worldliness, all distilled in what is actually a negative space. Working with this form, making it a positive object or vessel-like through inversion, reveals it as a symbol, an ideological construct, as subject to decomposition as the monument itself.
KAY GILL
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STATEMENT

The use of the house as a vehicle for artistic expression, and an interest in and concern for the natural environment has been the impetus of my recent work.

The ability of unfired clay to be permanent, semi-permanent, or impermanent, to express the evolution and devolution of matter, along with the need to immerse myself in the rhythm of the making process make clay, for me, an ideal material.
MITSUO SHOJI
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STATEMENT
I am a potter who makes pots, plates and tableware. However, I believe that ceramics should not only be used in that traditional manner, but also could be treated differently, although using the same processes.

Therefore, I sometimes use clay in its raw, unfired state or fire different materials such as wood or metallic leaf.

I am greatly impressed by Australian bushfires both aesthetically and physically. To discover that the native plants need fire in order to release their seeds from their tough seed pods was exciting. I am not a religious person but I feel a parallel between bushfires and the Buddhist concept of cremation, when a soul passes from this world to the next.

I would like to make a statement about my work:

Black and white is my base world
Colours are my emotions
Forms are the essential territory of my mind
Clay is my body
Fire is my spirit
HOSSEIN VALAMANESH
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STATEMENT

I have been recently concerned with creating images of balance, tranquility and peace – things which we seem to lack in our lives.

Some people think my work has religious connotations; the association of my being from Iran suggests Islam, but I find that unfortunate. It is understandable however because of the Iconic feeling, the symmetry of the forms, I hope people will begin to look at it from a spiritual rather than a religious viewpoint.

I use simple geometric designs, the square, circle or triangle and their 3 dimensional variations as containers and within them I put what I want to say or show. This way I am less preoccupied with working out new formats for my work.

Over the last 8 or 9 years I have used a variety of natural materials like earth and coloured pigments, sand, sticks, stone, wood, water, fire and others. My use of such materials has evolved slowly. At times the ideas have dictated the materials. I have also introduced the element of time by using growing plants, trees or oil burners.
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STATEMENT
Since 1976 I have been able to work in my studio and in the natural environment - both kinds of work relating to each other by common bonds of space utilization, and materials employed in the work's construction. Differences occur when I choose to make an object in the bush or a beach; from the materials at hand on the site, which in turn specifically relate to scale and natural setting, evolves a piece which is specially related to that place both in mood and sense of time.

I think that the pieces that I make, either in the studio or in the natural environment have a "sense of place".
NIGEL HELYER
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1983 One person exhibition of the installation “Terra Incognita Australis” at the Nexus Galleries, Fremantle, Western Australia, as part of the Perth Festival Fringe.
Open studio exhibition of the installation “Fertile Zone”, WAIT campus.
Participant in the mixed exhibition “Show of Presence” at the Praxis Gallery, Fremantle, Western Australia (touring).
One person exhibition of the installation “Voyages from Eden to Utopia; Ophiuchus”, at the Praxis Gallery, Fremantle, Western Australia.
Speaker for the Salek Mine lecture series at the University of Western Australia delivering a paper entitled, “Installation: a definition by default”; together with a simultaneous exhibition of the video installation “Ab: Originality” in the Nolan Room of the Undercroft Gallery, U.W.A.
Participant in performances given at the “Wizbah” Club, Perth, Western Australia.
“Chain of Command”, a performance at the Praxis Gallery, Fremantle, Western Australia.
1984 Participant in the Festival of Perth showing the installation “Fruits of the Earth; Negotiations at the Dead Centre”, Western Australian Museum.
One person exhibition of the installation “Voyages from Eden to Utopia; Hercules” at the Apex Gallery, U.K.
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continued
The Re:construction Era

The corner of the sofa is really the safest place to be; I brace myself into an armchair foetal, my head retracted deep into my shoulders. The right-hand side of the screen is filled by three black triangles which heave up and down in slow motion; a series of diagonal white flashes and the set fills with smoke.

The child recoils as two percussive bars of Beethoven's fifth symphony fly abruptly through the speaker of the sixteen inch set which accompanies the score with heavy vibrations. The child is four years old and the year 1956; "Victory at Sea" is a medium through which one world attempts to colonise another.

The words start to roll up over the picture and my knees relax; my brother comes to sit next to me, abandoning his prone position behind the sofa; we know the worst is over. Dad says that he fried eggs on the deck of a troop-ship; later, at the supper table, he will send morse code messages with the cutlery.

As the children grow, the blue light of the sitting-room fades; they re-emerge to inhabit the woods and rough shingle beaches which form the perfect container for their actions. No longer able to tolerate the gaze of adults they learn the arts of camouflage and deception, living behind the lines of the adult world, utilizing every means at their disposal to explore it without the onus of direct contact.

The rules are plain and simple, if we stick to them we are totally invisible to grown-ups. Their failure to see gives us a real edge, especially if we need things from their gardens which border our land. Our main camp is well out of their range, past the fringe of the poplar copse and into the wheat fields. No-one else dares go down into the camp-site because it was made by big explosions in the past.

The twinned craters develop a special significance for the children who regard them as signs, perhaps gifts, from a period whose power had diverted the course of their parents' lives. Immediately below the rim of the craters exists a zone of transformation; a factory site for their imagination: The factory builds bridges.

If you could come down the first thing that you would notice is that we've got matches. Fires are very important in this camp because down here all the earth is clay and we use the fires to bake it hard. We dig two special types of tunnel, the first type is to mine clay out of, the others are to build the furnaces in. The furnace tunnels go straight into the bank and then we dig a hole down from higher up; around the top hole we make woven chimneys out of willow wands and then we cover them in clay and straw. We keep the fires burning all the time to bake special bricks; if you came down you could see our buildings.

The plasticity of the heavy Wealden clay is immediately recognised by the children as synonymous with their desire. They do not hesitate, the chosen site naturally provides a chosen material. An entire economy springs into being, reality is manufactured below ground level. No questions asked, this is an enterprise with an ulterior motive.

This time the material is not so plastic, not so compliant with my intentions. It has become sticky, not through the simple admixture of the gentle but incessant rain of those parts. No, this is a stickiness of significance, a cloying of knowledge. It seems that even raw materials have become cunning with age, developing strategies of resistance, forcing me to keep my distance.

Clay the natural; clay the historical; clay the archaeologist's best friend. What can be done with such sincerity (for what is clay if not sincere?) In a culture so proficient at knowing, so circumspect, subversion is the only possible route! For the time being (pragmatism), clay is put in harness to counter that incessant process of erosion whereby all commentaries, all texts and constructions are worn down to the status of the inevitable, the "natural" (de-fused, grounded, rendered harmless, but still intriguing enough to be profitable). For the moment clay can play the part of the fall-guy in a dramatic contest of artifice versus the natural.

Postscript:-

Tonight someone lies dreaming in their bed, directly above that ghost of an explosion; the building's foundations form a crust over our furnace sites: what malicious archaeology.

Nigel Helyer